INTRODUCTION
This paper describes some recent advances in the simulation gyro-Landau (GLF) model equations for toroidal geometry as formulated by Waltz, Dominguez, and Hammett and applied to the study of ion temperature gradient mode (ITG) turbulence using a 3D nonlinear ballooning mode representation (BMR) outlined in a very recent paper by Waltz, Kerbel, and Milovich.% The present paper is intended to be read in close conjunction with the latter reference which dealt exclusively with the ITG turbulence assuming adiabatic (near Boltzmann) electrons in the electrostatic limit. Reference 2 should be consulted for numerous references to earlier and contemporary work on the simulation of ITG turbulence. The key results were that the toroidal turbulence is highly ballooning and the toroidal transport levels are more than twenty-fold larger than slab levels. The scaling of diffusion with shear 2, safety factor q and temperature gradient is found to be similar to the scaling of the linear mixing length model at least near threshold at moderate to strong shear (1 < s^ < 2). The mixing length diffusion is simply the product of 
it).
There appears also to be a very strong temperature gradient regime in which the turbulence condenses to longer wave numbers and diffusion is weakly dependent on the driving gradient in contrast to the linear mixing length rule. A subsequent study by Dorland, Beer, Kotschenreuther, et using many more simulations and a more careful accounting of the variations of the critical gradient ratio R / b crit with q and s^ as well as noting the (Ti/Te) dependence, showed that the weak shear regime and the strong temperature regime could be better described by a more general formula -1 recent work4*5 has been that nonlinearly generated and linearly stable n=O "radial modes" provide stabilizing small scale ExB sheared rotations which can reduce the transport ten-fold in comparison to neglecting them. In addition the equilibrium scale ExB sheared rotation causes the transport to vanish if the Doppler shear rate exceeds the maximum linear driving rate (including the parallel shear drive).
We return to electrostatic ITG turbulence with adiabatic electrons to treat several remaining issues not thoroughly discussed in Ref.
2: How to interpret the long wave structures apparent in instantaneous potential contour plots; the behavior of turbulence with reverse shear, Shafranov shift (or local shear), and magnetic well; scaling of the critical Doppler rotation shear for vanishing transport in the weak magnetic shear limit. And finally we treat self-consistent rotational shear stabilization and the transport of toroidal momentum leading to a momentum transport bifurcation.
The main thrust of the new formulation in the paper however deals with advances in the development of GLF models and nonlinear BMR numerical methods for relaxing the adiabatic electron assumption and treating the electron physics at finite beta. This includes trapped and untrapped electron fluid models with collisional exchange and inclusion of electromagnetic terms allowing a treatment of turbulence approaching the ideal MHD beta limit. While we believe the models and numerical methods are well in hand, at present we can only test the models linearly.
To do this we have made extensive use of Kotschenreuther's gyrokinetic stability (GKS) ballooning mode stability code.6
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section I1 deals with the complete formulation of the electromagnetic models with trapped electrons including the nonlinear equations of motion, the ExB and magnetic flutter transport equations, a review of the methods for the nonlinear BMR, and a description of the special implicit numerical methods required to handle the fast motion of 2 the passing electrons. Section I11 treats the remaining issues of ITG turbulence with adiabatic electrons. Finally Section IV numerically illustrates the fidelity of the new GLF electromagnetic trapped-untrapped electron models with respect to the GKS code and discusses the special physics of n=O radial modes with non-adiabatic electron physics.
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II.
A.
FORMULATIONS
Finite beta GLF models with electron physics
For purely passing particle with no consideration of the mirror force, generalization of the electrostatic toroidal GLF model1 to finite beta is straightforward. We need only include the parallel magnetic vector potential in the parallel momentum equations and add the "magnetic flutter" nonlinearity to the ExB nonlinearity:
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The cross field wave numbers are normed to the gyrorlength ps = Cs/Qi, and the parallel wave numbers and gradients to a, a typical minor radius of the plasma. Rechester-Rosenbluth field line diffusion and the second term is the Kadomtsev-Pogutse back reaction term which prevents significant magnetic heat flow as the field line becomes isothermal
It is unclear whether 1klll-l (which we interpret to be acting on Tk) really should be I k 11l-l which is difficult to interpret. In any case we believe magnetic flutter flows will be very small. There is a turbulent energy exchange from electrons to ions given by
We model the trapping of electrons by dividing velocity space into a trapped region (Ivlll < &v) and untrapped regions (&v < lvlll < v) and assuming vi1 x 0 in trapped region which has no response to Ell. in the electrostatic limit without curvature. Thus the Landau resonance of the untrapped electrons is over weighted. There appears to be no way to avoid this without going to higher moments in the closure.
It is straightforward to show that combining the purely passing ion fluid with the trapped and untrapped fluids, that the one fluid incompressible ideal MHD high-n ballooning mode equations are obtained in the k l + 0 limit provided the compression terms proportional to iq-, @k and i kll are explicitly dropped. However under the assumption that the pressure perturbations are close to isotropic, compression will not change the critical MHD beta.
B. Nonlinear ballooning mode representation
Reference 2 gives a complete formulation and discussion of the nonlinear ballooning mode representation (BMR) and numerical methods. Here for convenience and completeness we note that the BMR is a cross field Fourier transform of the field line following "twisted eddy" basis8 ( k i , k;,z') where kx = k;+g(z'/Rq)k; with shear $ = dlnq/dlnr, the ballooning mode angle 6
= -kk/(gk;), k, = k; = (nq/r) refers to the toroidal mode number n. z' = Rqe is the distance along the field is related to the extended poloidal angle 8 and ikll = a/a z' = (l/Rq) a/%. Thus (6, n, 8) or (kk , k;, z' are interchangeable labels for the perturbed fields. The finite-n fields F are made periodic in the physical poloidal angle by including p labeled "image modes" in phase with p=O "primary" modes F, +2q(O)=exp(-ip2mq) F, ( 8 -2 q ) The n=O (k; = 0 but finite ki)
"radial" modes are naturally 27c periodic. For a sheared magnetic field we must also replace kll 
C. Special numerical methods for simulation of electron models
There are two critical numerical difficulties in treating untrapped (or passing) electrons. The equations are stiff in time in the sense that the speed of the waves which we want to follow are much slower that the electron transit along the field line (i.e. there is a very large coefficient in the equations Mili2 ). In the ballooning mode representation we represent the distance along the field line by the extended poloidal angle 8 (z = Rq 8). The equations are also stiff in space in the sense that the fluid electron dynamics (or Landau resonance point) is confined to a very narrow region near the singular surface where kll = (i/Rq) &a0 is small. This corresponds to a long slow interchange like component to the ballooning modes in %space.
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To handle the time stiffness we use a small storage implicit "response matrix" method developed by Kotschenreuther6 for a gyrokinetic ballooning mode gyrokinetic code. Rather than advance some 300 or more components of energy-pitch angle space per species we advance 4 moments. Only terms involving kll and the inductive term [AAk/& -iO*(l + Ile) Ak] need be handled implicitly. The drift terms as well as the collisional and nonlinear terms are slow enough to be done explicitly. Unlike Ref. 6 which is done exclusively in 0-space, the time advance for the fluid moments is done in kll or 0-transform space whereas only the quasi-neutrality/Ampere's law and the compensating response matrix calculation to update the potentials is done in @-space.
The moments are first updated with zero potentials, then the advanced potentials are calculated with quasi-neutrality/Ampere's law and the response matrix compensating for use of moments advanced with zero potentials, then the moments are finally updated with the advanced potentials.
The space stiffness is best understood in terms of the Nyquist relation for grids: the grid spacing is Akll= n:/(Rq ems). If we resolve the electron Landau layer inside kllres = O/Vthe, we are forced to have large emax. If we use a reasonably small Omax (a few X I S ) the fluid electron layer represented by the kll= 0 grid point is "over weighted" in the sense that it assigns "fluid" limit electron dynamics kit cc kllres to too large a portion kll-space and the overall untrapped electron response is far from adiabatic [Le. N' k is not near (1 -&)@k]. To avoid this we use "sine-cosine" transforms with zero boundary conditions at emax for "sin-fields" $k,Nuk,Puk and zero gradient boundary conditions for the "cos-field" Uk (rather than cyclic boundary conditions imposed by standard Fourier transforms). This forces the kll= 0 component to be zero. The end result is that the ballooning mode growth rates are independent of emax at much lower values of At moderate global shear (s^=l) the local shear acts to decrease the effective s..ear (seasine) near 8=0 where the modes live; thus we expect that driving rates to increase. Just as in the case of the s-a model for ideal MHD where the critical beta (critical a) boundary is split to a lower first stable boundary and a higher second stable boundary, small a drives but high a does not. Also as in ideal MHD at large a (approaching the second stable boundary), the maximally unstable 6 does not occur at 6 =O. Figure 3(a) shows the maximum growth rate and Fig. 3 Going to vanishing shear at finite beta makes little sense in the usual ;-a model without average favorable curvature. In this case the critical beta for the ideal modes is zero at zero beta whereas in fact at low shear (say s^ 50.2) there is no local beta limit when the average favorable curvature or magnetic well is included. Here we ask what average favorable curvature does electrostatically. One may expect-that since this subtracts directly from the curvature at 8=0, the toroidal ITG modes driven by the curvature would have a larger driving rate. In fact small curvature (LT/R) drives whereas very large curvature forces the ion response to adiabatic; thus the toroidal ITG instability (for Ln/R > 1) becomes stable at a critically large LT/R. For example at a typical value for magnetic well xmw = 0.5, although the low ky modes have less drive or are more stable and the high ky modes are significantly more unstable, 'Ymax is almost unchanged (0.087 compared to 0.082) at ~/ L T = 3 and the heat diffusion is virtually unchanged. At ~L T = 2.2 closer to the threshold of 1.8, 'Ymax is actually larger (0.037 compared to 0.027) and the transport is also larger (1.3 compared to 0.93). We can conclude again at least near threshold (at moderator to strong shear) diffusion scales like the linear mixing length formula. Further although magnetic well has an extremely important effect on low shear in finite beta, it has a small or even slightly unfavorable effect at moderate shear an low beta.
C. Critical rotational shear stabilization at weak magnetic shear
We showed in Ref.
2 (see discussion of Fig. 7 ) that Doppler shear rates comparable to the maximum linear growth rate including the destabilization effect of parallel shear drive (YE =: '
is sufficient to cause the transport to vanish. We found this to be true at moderate shear ( ;=1) and even at vanishing shear (;=O). This appears to be at odds with the "convection rule"
'YE = n; Ymax. The convection rule derives from the fact that linearly ExB rotational shear cause ballooning modes to rotate in their ballooning angle 6 at the rate YE/?, thus one might expect to see stability if the mode rotates faster from 6=0, where it is most unstable, to 6= n, where it is stable, faster than it can grow. While this may be reasonable for moderate magnetic shear, the convection rule at weak shear would imply that even infinitesimal Doppler shear rates would be able to cause vanishing transport. However the convection rule is unlikely to hold at vanishing shear for two reasons. The first is that at weak shear, say s^= 0.1, 6= n: is not stable. For example in the standard case at s^ =1, ' Ymm = 0.083 at 6= 0 and 6= n: is completely stable. However at s^ = 0.1, 'Ymm = 0.12 at 6= 0 and 'Ymax = 0.10 at 6= n:. In the last case, although the mode is centered about 6 = ' TC, its peak amplitude is at 6 = -0.1 n: and 6 = 0 . 1~ + 2n:, i.e. it lives in two the bad curvature regions. In fact there is little variation of growth rate with 6 at s^ =0.1. The second reason that the convection rule may fail at even moderate shear is that the ballooning mode may be broken up by the turbulence before it has a chance to convect a significant distance in 6. 
D. Turbulent rotational momentum transport and transport bifurcation
The core of a tokamak normally achieves significant ExB or Doppler rotational shear to effect the stability and transport only when it spun up by beams which are tangentially directed.
Because magnetic pumping in the poloidal direction prevents significant poloidal rotation, the rotation is almost purely toroidal. In this case the parallel shear which drives the ITG mode (see 
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IV. LINEAR TESTS OF FINITE BETA TRAPPED ELECTRON GLF MODELS
Our finite beta trapped electron GLF code has not yet been run to the nonlinear stage but we believe it gives a satisfactory representation of the linear mode stability in comparison to
Kotschereuther's gyrokinetic stability (GKS) code.6 Figure 6 shows that it reasonably well reproduces the onset of the ideal ballooning mode limit near Pe = 0.0055. Figure 7 shows the spectrum of growth rates in the collisionless limit at zero beta and at a beta value approaching the beta limit. It is apparent from the adiabatic electron points shown that the trapped electron physics has a significant destabilization effect on the ITG mode. At lower values of temperature gradient, the ITG ion branch can become stable and the normally subdominant electron trapped electron drift mode will remain unstable. One of the most important effects of including the electron physics is that the radial mode physics can be treated dynamically rather than with a model. The saturation level of the n=O radial modes appears to control the saturation level of the transport producing finite-n ballooning modes. Previous ~o r k~-~ assumed that since the electron motion along the field line is so rapid, the electrons will behave adiabatically and short out any deviations from the average potential N; = (qk-{q)k). In effect this assumes that the electron response RF=NF/#, is close to o for radial modes which seems appropriate for kll close to zero. [Actually R;-(n;/n,)/(e,@,/T,) but this is the same as . :/ek since there is no significant
polarization.] The surprisingly, using the actual electron dynamics shows that RE E -(Ti/T,)RL
[from quasi-neutrality] tends to be closer to -1 at least in the case of purely passing electrons.
This means the ions tend to behave adiabatically (RZ=l). Recall that radial modes are automatically 2'~c periodic and require no images to make them physically periodic. {#)k is not zero and @ does not tend to zero at large 8. For the case of trapped electrons, only the larger kx 27 have R i near -1 but in no case is Rg close to 0. Since the nonlinear driving of radial modes is proportional to $/(RE +k:) they will be less strongly driven with finite RL than in the case of the adiabatic electron model. On the other hand they appear to be much less damped with 'Yk = -0.025 k, for purely passing electrons or at least somewhat less damped with Yk = -O.Ik, in the 2 trapped electron case compared to Yk = -0.2kx for adiabatic case [see Ref.
2 Fig. 2(d) ].
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V.
CONCLUSIONS
Beyond the conclusions stated in Ref. 2 and reviewed in Section I, the present paper has arrived at additional conclusions: Although eddies are highly elongated in the radial direction long time radial correlation lengths are short and comparable to poloidal lengths. Although transport at vanishing shear is not particularly large, transport at reverse global shear is significantly less. Electrostatic transport at moderate shear is not much effected by inclusion of local shear and average favorable curvature. Transport is suppressed when critical ExB rotational shear is comparable to the maximum linear growth rate with only a weak dependence on magnetic shear. Self consistent turbulent transport of toroidal momentum can result in a transport bifurcation at large enough r/(Rq). We believe the new formulation in the paper for treating finite beta GLF models with collisionally detrapped trapped electrons and BMR numerical methods for treating the fast parallel field motion of the untrapped electrons are in satisfactory linear agreement with gyrokinetic stability codes and will allow a general and more physical simulations up to the ideal beta limit.
